Name: _________________________________

Spelling Words
List E-21: Four-Syllable Words
Spelling Words

Review

librarian

discovery

institution

installation

understanding

regulation

salutations

sausage

alphabetize

anonymous

obedient

cough

impossible

disagreement

personally

patriotic

disillusion

automatic

conservative

experience

contribution

invisible

temperature

reservation

resolution

Challenge

Divide each spelling word into four syllables.
1.

librarian

2.

automatic

3.

regulation

4.

salutations

Write a spelling word for each definition.
5.

disappointment when something doesn't live up to your
expectations

_________________________

6.

submissive or compliant to another person's wishes or will

_________________________

7.

loyal to one's nation; proud of one's country

_________________________

8.

to arrange words by their order of appearance in the alphabet

_________________________

Write the spelling word that is a synonym for each pair of words.
9.

intention; decision

___________________

10.

dispute; controversy

___________________

11.

unattainable; far-fetched

___________________

12.

nameless; unknown

___________________
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Name: _________________________________

List E-21: Four-Syllable Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.
understanding

reservation

contribution

invisible

institution

discovery

experience

personally

13.

The _________________________ of gold in California was made in 1848.

14.

Maya was not hired for the job because she didn't have enough job
________________________.

15.

The author made a generous ________________________ to his former college.

16.

Mrs. Tremont was very ________________________ when I told her why I was late.

17.

Fiona took time to greet each one of the party guests ________________________.

18.

Paul's little brother pretends he has the power to become ________________________.

19.

Destiny was accepted into a very well-known music ________________________ in the city.

20.

Justin made a ________________________ for dinner at his favorite Italian restaurant.

Answer the questions.
21.

Name the review word that has four syllables.

___________________________

22.

Which review word contains two consonants that produce
the /f/ sound?

___________________________

23.

Name the review word that has a soft-g sound.

___________________________

24.

Which challenge word is something that can be measured?

___________________________

25.

Which challenge word could be used to describe a person?

___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words
List E-21: Four-Syllable Words
Spelling Words

Review

librarian

discovery

institution

panicking

understanding

regulation

salutations

creating

alphabetize

anonymous

obedient

munching

impossible

disagreement

personally

patriotic

disillusion

automatic

sanitize

experience

contribution

invisible

regulate

reservation

resolution

Challenge

Divide each spelling word into four syllables.
1.

librarian

2.

automatic

3.

regulation

4.

salutations

Write a spelling word for each definition.
5.

disappointment when something doesn't live up to your
expectations

disillusion

6.

submissive or compliant to another person's wishes or will

obedient

7.

loyal to one's nation; proud of one's country

patriotic

8.

to arrange words by their order of appearance in the alphabet

alphabetize

Write the spelling word that is a synonym for each pair of words.
9.

intention; decision

resolution

10.

dispute; controversy

disagreement

11.

unattainable; far-fetched

impossible

12.

nameless; unknown

anonymous
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Name: _________________________________

List E-21: Four-Syllable Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.
understanding

reservation

contribution

invisible

institution

discovery

experience

personally

13.

The discovery of gold in California was made in 1848.

14.

Maya was not hired for the job because she didn't have enough job experience.

15.

The author made a generous contribution to his former college.

16.

Mrs. Tremont was very understanding when I told her why I was late.

17.

Fiona took time to greet each one of the party guests personally.

18.

Paul's little brother pretends he has the power to become invisible .

19.

Destiny was accepted into a very well-known music institution in the city.

20.

Justin made a reservation for dinner at his favorite Italian restaurant.

Answer the questions.
21.

Name the review word that has four syllables.

installation

22.

Which review word contains two consonants that produce the
/f/ sound?

cough

23.

Name the review word that has a soft-g sound.

sausage

24.

Which challenge word is something that can be measured?

temperature

25.

Which challenge word could be used to describe a person?

conservative
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